By Mecia Petersen

JOURNEY TO SARABI
Self-funding my MBA
Self-funding my MBA required determination,
commitment and a belief strong enough that I would
compel my dream to become reality. The experience
taught me that we are more resourceful than we give
ourselves credit for and when we believe in ourselves,
others do too.
I exhausted numerous avenues, including applying to
international scholarship schemes and corporate
scholarships. I even wrote to globally renowned
women’s development advocates, such as Meghan
Markle and Oprah Winfrey. After these bore no fruit I
decided to rely on my inherent strengths – networking,
marketing and relationship building.

Fundraising Strategy
I developed a plan to pitch to targeted audiences,
articulating why people should invest in me. But first I
had to answer the question: Why would I invest in me?
By using my life-savings, the pension fund from my
previous job and the proceeds of selling my car towards
my studies, I demonstrated that I believed I was worth
the investment.

“Amazing things
happened for me
during the short space

I highlighted my career milestones and my academic
track record. I shared my objectives for completing an
MBA, as well as what I planned to do thereafter. I
prepared a ‘sales deck’ answering the question, ‘Why
invest in me?’ and circulated it within my networks.

of a year. I gained

By presenting myself and my objectives at a fundraising
dinner, I was able to raise R60,000 (£3,333). I
successfully applied for a ‘Developing Leaders for the
Future’ Scholarship from Nottingham University
Business School and received 75% tuition support.
Together, these brought my dream within reach and I
was able to commence my MBA journey.

confidence in my

perspective. I created
networks. I developed
abilities.”

United Nations PRME Innovation Challenge Winners 2018-19

During the course of my MBA, I was approached by the Business School to become
an MBA Ambassador. I worked part time, liaising with prospective MBA students from
around the world, and this income contributed to my sustenance.
I participated in a global sustainability-focused competition run by the United Nations
and, competing against 29 teams from 13 global universities, was elated to be part of
the winning team. We received $2,000 (£1,500) in prize money, and this income
covered my living expenses for a semester.

The journey to shattering my glass ceiling sharpened my awareness of
the many women facing similar challenges – women with knowledge

and passion who, lacking resource or support, watch their dreams
pass them by. My focus evolved.
The quest for my MBA became the quest for our MBA.
My journey became our journey.
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Self-funding my MBA
Driven by my realisation, I conceptualised the Sarabi Foundation.
Won over by my determination, my family and friends became increasingly involved.
We commenced with marketing and fundraising initiatives and received an
overwhelming response.

Sarabi Foundation Eye Candy for a Cause Fundraiser

The Sarabi Brand

“Directly translated

Named after the lioness featured in the movie The Lion
King, our brand encapsulates both the strength and
femininity of a woman who holds her family together
during tough times.

Like the lioness who hunts to provide for her pride, the
woman represents the nucleus that selflessly takes
care of and holds her family together.
This powerful symbolism reminds us that women
remain the backbone of societies as mothers, nurturers,
teachers, role models and breadwinners.
Directly translated from isiZulu, the word Sarabi means
mirage. For so many women, shattering their glass
ceiling is exactly that – a vision that will never be
realised.

from isiZulu, the word
Sarabi means mirage.

Our brand
encapsulates both the
strength and
femininity of a woman
who holds her family
together during tough

times”

Sarabi Foundation Wine Blending Fundraiser

Driven by passion to inspire women beyond their circumstance, the Sarabi Foundation
focuses on three key areas of intervention to help women realise their visions:



Structured Mentorship



Short course study assistance



Postgraduate study facilitation

I hope this has provided insight into my personal journey thus far, and
the passion I have developed for helping other professional women
achieve their goals.
My current objective is connecting with like-minded individuals who
could help me grow the Sarabi Foundation, and bring our dreams to
light. If this sounds like you, let’s connect!
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